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RIYADH: US President Donald Trump
may not be popular in much of the
Muslim world but he has been embraced
by Saudi Arabia and, in turn, has reached
out to the oil-rich kingdom. A meeting
Tuesday in Washington between Trump
and the powerful Saudi Deputy Crown
Prince, Mohammed bin Salman, con-
firmed that the new government in
Washington sees Riyadh as a critical
partner for both security and invest-
ment, analysts say. 

Prince Mohammed, 31, whose country
is the birthplace of Islam, was one of the
first foreign leaders to visit Trump, who
has vowed to fight “radical Islamic terror-
ism”. His trip followed a series of laudato-
ry comments towards the new adminis-
tration from Saudi Arabia, whose relations
were increasingly frayed under former
president Barack Obama. Trump “recog-
nizes the Saudi leadership as the primary
conduit to the Muslim world,” said
Salman al-Ansari, president of the Saudi
American Public Relation Affairs
Committee (SAPRAC). 

The Washington meeting was an affir-
mation by Trump’s team that the main
source “for Middle Eastern stability, secu-
rity and untapped mutual economic pros-
perity is Saudi Arabia,” Ansari said from
Washington. His committee is a private
initiative to strengthen Saudi-US ties.
Anwar Eshki, a retired Saudi general and
founder of the independent Middle East
Centre for Strategic and Legal Studies in
Jeddah, said Trump invited Prince
Mohammed “to make the plan for the
Middle East” together. He said they want
to counter both Shiite Iran and the Islamic
State group of Sunni extremists who con-
trol territory in Syria and Iraq and have
claimed attacks in other countries. 

Leaders in Sunni-dominated Saudi
Arabia have welcomed the Trump admin-
istration’s views toward their regional
rival Iran. US Defense Secretary Jim Mattis
has described Iran as “the biggest desta-
bilizing force in the Middle East”. Trump
has opposed the July 2015 nuclear deal
between world powers and Iran that saw
international sanctions lifted in exchange
for guarantees that Tehran will not pur-
sue a nuclear weapons capability. 

Riyadh regularly accuses Tehran of
interference throughout the region,

including in Syria where it backs the
regime of President Bashar al-Assad, and
in Yemen. Saudi Arabia has for two years
led an Arab military coalition assisting
the Yemeni government against Iran-
backed insurgents. Washington gives
intelligence, aerial refueling and
weapons to the Saudi alliance, although
Obama in December blocked the trans-
fer of precision-guided bomb kits to
Saudi Arabia because of concerns over
civilian casualties.

Critical strategic partner   
Eshki said Trump’s administration

could step up military assistance for the
Saudi coalition to help pressure the rebels
into returning to peace talks. Anthony
Cordesman, of the Center for Strategic
and International Studies in Washington,

said it remains unclear “whether there will
be practical plans” to better contain Iran
and improve counter-terrorism. But
Washington clearly sees Riyadh as “a criti-
cal strategic partner,” Cordesman said.
The United States is not the only target of
the Saudi charm offensive.

While his son was in Washington, King
Salman was in Asia on a month-long tour
that has included stops in China, Japan,
Malaysia and Indonesia to strengthen
alliances in the region. Second in line to
the throne, Prince Mohammed holds the
post of defense minister, although much
of his focus is on efforts to diversify the
economy. A White House statement said
Trump and Prince Mohammed seek “to
further strengthen and elevate the United
States-Saudi strategic relationship” in
security, economic and other areas. —AFP 

DUBAI: Passengers from six mainly
Muslim countries who would have
been barred from the United States
under President Donald Trump’s lat-
est travel order will be allowed to
board US-bound flights on Emirates
and Etihad Airways now that a federal
judge has blocked it, the Middle East
carriers said yesterday. The executive
order banning refugees and nationals
of six Muslim-majority countries from
travelling to the US was temporarily
halted on Wednesday, hours before it
was to go into effect, by a federal
judge in Hawaii.

Emirates will follow guidance by US
Customs and Border Protection, issued
after the court’s decision, that citizens
of Iran, Libya, Syria, Somalia, Sudan
and Yemen would be accepted for
travel to the US if they possessed the
necessary travel documents, an airline
spokeswoman said by email. Etihad
Airways “will continue to accept guests
of all nationalities for travel to the US
provided they have valid travel docu-
ments and, if necessary, visas,” an air-
line spokeswoman said. 

The Abu Dhabi-based carrier said it

would continue to assist passengers
affected by the recent executive
orders but was advising them to
check with their nearest US mission as
“US travel requirements are subject to
change.” The Wednesday court ruling
is only temporary, until broader argu-
ments in the case can be heard.
Trump said it made the United States
look weak, and promised to take the
case “as far as it needs to go. A notice
on Qatar Airways’ website said pas-
sengers would still need to have valid
travel documents after the executive
order was “enjoined.”

The revised order, which was less
restrictive and removed Iraq from
Trump’s original list, was organized
in coordination with airlines, indus-
try group IATA has said, unlike the
initial ban which came into immedi-
ate effect without notice. Trump
signed the new ban on March 6 in a
bid to overcome legal problems with
the first order in January,  which
caused chaos at  airports  and
sparked mass protests  before a
Washington judge stopped its
enforcement in February. —Reuters

Emirates, Etihad boarding as usual 

after 2nd Trump travel ban blocked

Trump, Saudi Arabia in mutual embrace

Both to strengthen US-Saudi strategic relationship

WASHINGTON: US President Donald Trump and Saudi Deputy Crown Prince and Defense Minister Mohammed bin
Salman speak to the media in the Oval Office at the White House in Washington, DC. — AFP 

Adopting IS tactic,

Iraqi forces weaponries

small drones

MOSUL: Inside an armored vehicle in Mosul, a colonel scans
live footage from a drone flying above the Iraqi city, hunting
targets for a new weapon deployed against jihadists. The
Islamic State group has used small commercial drones to drop
explosives on advancing Iraqi forces since they launched the
offensive to retake Iraq’s second city in October. As the battle
now focuses on recapturing west Mosul, Colonel Hussein
Muayad’s federal police forces have adopted the tactic, equip-
ping their own remote-controlled surveillance drones with 40
mm grenades that are usually fired from grenade launchers.

“Residents would stare at the sky” during the Mosul fighting,
fearing IS drones, says Muayad, wearing a black jacket over his
federal police uniform. “Now it’s the enemy whose eyes never
leave the sky.” The mustachioed police officer in his 40s is clearly
proud of the new military tactic. “They used to hit us once. But
we can hit them up to four times with a single drone,” he says.
Lieutenant General Raed Shaker Jawdat of the federal police-
who are taking part in the battle alongside a special forces unit-
says the “new military tactic” has been very effective.

“Dozens of terrorists have been killed and wounded. Jihadist
movements have been paralyzed,” Jawdat says. Muayad sits
surrounded by four television screens, a black drone at his feet.
A dozen oblong explosive devices tipped by the small, rounded
grenades are nearby, pin near one end and a netted skirt taken
from a badminton shuttlecock on the other. “That’s so it keeps
its balance as it falls,” Muayad says.

Chain-smoking cigarettes, the colonel watches the live
footage of a weaponized drone as it slowly buzzes over the
devastated streets of west Mosul. The device slows to a hover
above a white car near the front line. “A vehicle providing logis-
tic support, used to transport fighters or food,” Muayad
explains.But there is no strike on the car, due to the presence
nearby of a device designed to jam drone commands that Iraqi
forces set up to protect themselves from IS attacks.

Precise strikes
The colonel shows AFP footage of previous attacks. The

munitions fall in slow motion on a group of fighters gathered in
front of a mosque. More explosives are dropped on a car, small
clouds of grey smoke erupting on the screen. “West Mosul is
very populated. The roads are very narrow,” Muayad says. “The
point with these drones is to have very precise strikes to target
the terrorists, not the residents.” “Day and night, there are
always 12 drones in the air, ready to strike,” Muayad says.

But he refuses to say exactly how many drones-which can
each carry up to four grenades-the police operate. The devices
have been equipped with an extra battery to prolong their
flight time and can now cover a distance of eight kilometers up
from less than five kilometers before. Inside a ravaged court-
yard in a neighborhood recently recaptured from the jihadists,
Captain Baraa Mohammed Jassem from the Rapid Response
Division silently observes a surveillance drone about to take off.

He too says his elite interior ministry force has “perfected”
drones available commercially so they can drop explosives on
the enemy. “We took the... idea from the Daesh terrorist organi-
zation,” he says, using an Arabic acronym for IS. IS has carried
out drone attacks throughout the Mosul operation, with the
first record of a deadly attack coming a few days before drive
was launched in October, killing two Iraqi Kurdish fighters and
wounding two French special forces soldiers.  —AFP 

MOSUL: A picture in the northern Iraqi city of Mosul
shows a drone carrying two grenades flying in a test flight
by Iraqi forces which aim to use it against Islamic State (IS)
group fighters. — AFP


